Personal injury law is staggeringly inefficient as a system of victim compensation. There is little reason to assume that it importantly curtails unreasonably dangerous conduct, yet there is good reason to conclude that it promotes socially undesirable behavior. Moreover, the tort law system ill serves the goal of individual justice, in part because it assumes that lay juries can correctly decide complex scientific issues. Several methods of replacing tort law with other compensation systems are surveyed and a specific, balanced reform package is proposed.

On 28 February 1980, Lynette West, a 20-year-old California student, collapsed on the bathroom floor (1). She was rushed to the hospital and put in the intensive care unit. She remained in “severe shock” for 18 hours, during which time she was in “very severe danger,” according to the hospital. Starting the following morning, her condition sharply improved, and she was released from the hospital on 4 March. She stayed home for a week and then returned to her classes. Although her doctors were puzzled by her malady at the time, some months later, after reading reports of the federal Center for Disease Control (CDC), they concluded that Ms. West had suffered from menstrually related toxic shock syndrome (TSS).

Ms. West, who was using a vaginal tampon manufactured by Johnson & Johnson Products, Inc. (JJP), at the time of her illness, subsequently sued JJP for compensatory and punitive damages. The jury trial amounted to a battle of experts. JJP’s experts argued that Ms. West had actually contracted streptococcal scarlet fever (which causes similar symptoms) and had not, as her experts claimed, suffered from TSS brought on by the tampon she was using. On this question, the jury sided with the plaintiff. During the trial it was shown that, although TSS had been identified in children in 1978, the CDC had not established a close association between TSS and tampon use until May or June of 1980—some months after Ms. West had been discharged from the hospital.

The plaintiff’s counsel argued to the jury that JJP should be held strictly liable for Ms. West’s injuries on the ground that JJP’s tampon was a “defective product.” Specifically, he contended, and the trial judge concurred, that the “consumer expectation” test, adopted by the California Supreme Court in an earlier product injury case (2), should apply here in determining whether the manufacturer should pay for the harm its product caused. Simply put, Ms. West’s lawyer asserted that an ordinary consumer would not expect to “get sick from the product.” Not surprisingly, the jury agreed. Rather more surprisingly, it awarded Ms. West $500,000 in compensatory damages. Even more spectacularly, the jury also awarded her $10 million in punitive damages, apparently on the ground that JJP had displayed a “conscious disregard for the safety of others” (3) by failing to test the product adequately before marketing it, and by failing to reexamine the product’s possible dangers after receiving complaints from consumers about infections they associated with use of JJP’s tampons. To put it mildly, JJP officials were upset by the $10.5-million award when, in their view, they could not have known about TSS at the time of Ms. West’s injury.

In response to the defendant’s legal motions, the trial judge decided that the jury’s awards were excessive and the result of “passion and prejudice,” noting that the victim had offered no proof of any wage loss or other out-of-pocket economic loss and that she had fully recovered her illness. But he did not overturn the verdict. Rather, he ordered a new trial only if the plaintiff refused to agree to a reduction in compensatory damages to $100,000 and punitive damages to $1 million. Both sides appealed, and in December 1985 a California appeals court finally affirmed the trial judge’s disposition. In October 1986, the U.S. Supreme Court denied JJP’s request for further review.

The case’s outcome is not a public matter. Probably, Ms. West accepted the $1.1 million as a final settlement. Out of that she would pay her costs of litigation, including the fees of her expert witnesses and, most importantly, her lawyer’s fee, which was likely in the range of $300,000 to $500,000 (4). Is West v. JJP a typical case? In some ways it is not. The award was unusually large, and, of course, defendants often win product liability cases (5). Nonetheless, it illustrates quite a bit about American tort law today.

Asking Lay Juries to Resolve Complex Scientific Controversies

Jurors selected at least in part for their ignorance about the topic at hand are asked to decide extremely difficult scientific issues: Was it TSS or was it scarlet fever? Could JJP have discovered TSS before the CDC did? Would it have done so through better testing and follow-up studies? Should the consumer complaints JJP received have put the company on notice that something serious was afoot? Of course, the jury is aided in this process by the testimony of experts. What that means in practice is that it must resolve a dispute between sophisticated witnesses, whose scientific credibility the jurors are unlikely to accurately appraise.

West v. JJP is hardly an isolated instance of this phenomenon. It is repeated in nearly every medical malpractice and product design defect case coming to trial, where one side says, for example, that the defendant should have located the vehicle’s gas tank elsewhere or
should have given the patient some additional diagnostic test, and the other side claims there is no better place to put the gas tank or that nothing in the patient's work-up reasonably called for the additional test.

For some scientists, this creates a whole new area of professional practice—serving as an expert witness, either occasionally or full time. For other scientists—those whose past judgment is being questioned—the process can be highly demoralizing. They see themselves as verbally abused on the witness stand and then rebuked by jurors who, they feel, never understood the scientific issues (6).

Sometimes, a private lawsuit for money damages is cast as a titanic scientific battle that must make many scientists cringe. For example, in Johnson v. American Cyanamid Co. (7), the plaintiff claimed he contracted polio after his daughter received an oral dose of the Sabin vaccine. This is a small, but recognized, risk accompanying the Sabin vaccine. The plaintiff contended that his daughter should have been told about and offered the Salk vaccine, even though it was not then for sale in the United States. Both he and his doctor asserted that, if a fully informed choice had been possible, he would have selected the Salk vaccine instead. Suddenly, although the American public health and medical establishment had much earlier clearly decided that the Sabin was superior to the Salk vaccine, a Kansas courtroom became a Sabin versus Salk battleground, with Dr. Jonas Salk's son testifying in favor of his father's vaccine. And the jury sided with the Salks—or at least with the victim—awarding $2 million in compensatory and $8 million in punitive damages to the totally incapacitated claimant and against American Cyanamid, the then sole U.S. manufacturer of polio vaccine. The Kansas Supreme Court subsequently reversed the outcome, awarding victory to the defendant, on the ground that the product was not "defective" as a matter of law.

In other cases, determinations are made that many scientists are likely to find mystifying. As one illustration, in Wells v. Ortho Pharmaceutical Corp. (8), a federal judge, trying the case without a jury, concluded that the defendant's spermicidal jelly caused the plaintiff's child's birth defects. The litigants had presented competing experts who cited conflicting studies. The trial judge "found the studies to be inconclusive on the ultimate issue of whether the Product caused Katie Wells' birth defects." In the face of this battle of experts, the judge concluded that the plaintiffs' experts were more credible and found in their favor. The federal court of appeal affirmed, noting that "it does not matter . . . that the medical community might require more research and evidence before conclusively resolving the question" (8).

Another troublesome area concerns scientific standards set by federal agencies. Defendants may have complied with them, but juries are sometimes permitted to reject the standards as inadequate. Courts understandably worry that an agency may be "captured" by those it regulates and so set standards that are too lax, but consider Ferrero v. Chevron Chemical Co. (9), where the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) had instructed manufacturers how to label certain pesticides. A federal appeals court upheld the liability of a company that had complied with the EPA rule, saying that Maryland law had the right to denounce the warning as inadequate even though, by federal statute, states had no power to require different warnings (10).

Other examples of complicated scientific questions addressed by tort law include the well-publicized issues of whether Agent Orange injured specific soldiers who served in Vietnam, whether above-ground nuclear weapons testing injured certain personnel who were in the vicinity of the blasts, what should asbestos manufacturers and cigarette makers have known about the dangerousness of their products decades ago, and whether recognized dangers can be reasonably removed from useful products and services, such as ending the AIDS risk from blood transfusions (11).

Promoting the Wrong Conduct

Perhaps these troubling aspects of American tort law could be cheerfully overlooked if the fear of tort liability promoted socially desirable behavior. Although economic models can be constructed to show how legal rules channel conduct in the right direction (12), real world considerations muddy the picture. First, individuals and enterprises have good reasons to act carefully apart from fear of liability. These safety-promoting forces include concern for one's own safety (for example, by airplane pilots), moral inhibitions against endangering others, competitive pressures (for example, preservation of product reputation), and the vast array of administrative regulation that increasingly pervades modern life [(for example, from FDA (Food and Drug Administration) to OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) and down the alphabet]. These forces do not prevent all unreasonably dangerous conduct, but there are reasons to be skeptical about whether tort law importantly fills the gap. Ignorance of the law is one; for example, engineers and scientists are often kept in the dark about a company's product liability litigation, in part because the lawyers consider the firm's chances of being sued and held liable to resemble the outcome of a lottery (13). Incompetence is another. Some people are awkward, stupid, or possess bad judgment and cause accidents regardless of their efforts at avoidance. At the organizational level, even if top management wants to emphasize safety, this can be difficult when prevention efforts reduce profits now and pay off only in less visible lawsuits avoided in the future—when the employee responsible for a problem may have moved on to another firm.

Despite the threat of liability, some people have too much at stake to take reasonable care. These include physicians who know they are no longer competent but cannot bring themselves to give up their careers, and small manufacturers who know their main product could be made safer but who would go bankrupt if they recalled or retooled in the way required.

Finally, the purchase of liability insurance blunts the threat that carelessness will bring financial repercussions. To be sure, financial pressure can be reintroduced by the insurers through devices like deductibles, coinsurance, threats of nonrenewal, underwriting conditions, and price differentials that reflect the insured's litigation experience. But it is doubtful whether these sometimes-employed, private incentives actually prod the behavior that the public wants (14). The extent, if any, to which tort law actually promotes safety is, in the end, an empirical question; unfortunately, the results of studies to date are largely inconclusive (15).

Even if tort law promoted safety a little bit, it carries with it considerable costs. It may have significant negative impacts on behavior. For example, liability concerns are said to cause competent physicians to stop delivering babies, enterprises to withdraw socially desired products from the market, and cities to close recreational facilities desired by the community (16, 17). Liability jitters may discourage firms from undertaking important research or from bringing to market beneficial inventions such as vaccines and contraceptives (18). More generally, it is argued that the existing legal system, by threatening potentially crippling liability, favors the status quo, even though, overall, new development promotes safety (19). Another cost of the liability system involves behavior undertaken only to protect the actor from litigation, such as the medically unnecessary tests doctors order from fear of unwarranted lawsuits (20).

Incurring Enormous Administrative Costs While Compensating Inconsistently

If tort law fails as a behavioral control mechanism, is it justified as a mechanism for compensating accident victims? On this score, the
current system is ludicrously inefficient. As shown in West v. JJP, a startling proportion of the money paid for liability insurance goes for purposes other than to compensate claimants. One recent study found that costs of litigation, primarily lawyers’ fees, roughly equal what claimants receive as compensation (21). But this only begins the indictment. That study excluded brokers’ fees, other marketing expenses, and other insurer overhead costs (to say nothing of insurer profits).

Moreover, only a small portion of the claimant’s recovery is for actual losses. A fair portion duplicates compensation from other sources such as health insurance, disability income insurance, and other employee benefits (22). Furthermore, as much or more money is paid out for pain and suffering damages as to replace real economic losses (23). Jeffrey O’Connell, for example, estimates that only about 15% of the insurance dollar is returned to claimants to pay for actual losses (24).

Many people think it is right that accident victims receive compensation for pain and suffering. Yet, in the end, the economic burden of those damages generally falls on consumers in the higher prices they pay for products and services. For this same reason, it is naïve to think that pain and suffering damages actually punish people for their wrongdoing. As a practical matter, personal injury lawsuits are almost only brought when the defendant is an insured individual, an enterprise, or a governmental body. These pools of money, called “deep pockets” by the defense bar, are institutions, not human beings.

Even if some payment for serious pain and suffering seems justified, two aspects of the current system remain troubling. (1) In small injury cases, plaintiffs recover pain and suffering damages primarily because the defense insurer wants to settle the case to save legal expenses and to avoid the risk of a giant jury award. The claimant’s lawyer knows how to exploit that wish. (ii) Some terribly injured victims are awarded enormous sums. In the spermicidal jelly birth defect case noted earlier, the plaintiff child won $3 million for pain and suffering. But is it really the function of tort law to make some people millionaires—no matter how badly they are injured?

The idiosyncracies of personal injury law as a compensation system are well illustrated by the Bendectin saga (25). Bendectin, an antinausea drug, was prescribed to as many as 30 million pregnant women worldwide between 1957 and 1983. Some claim that Bendectin causes birth defects, and since 1977 hundreds of lawsuits have been filed against its manufacturer, Merrell Dow. Although the defendant strongly denied that Bendectin is harmful, escalating legal fees and the risk that a jury might see things differently were enough to make Merrell Dow offer to settle all claims for $120 million. It withdrew the offer, however, when a federal appeals court ruled that the settlement could not be binding on those who wished to pursue their claims on their own. About 1200 claimants then tried their cases together in a single lawsuit. The jury found that they had not proved Bendectin was responsible for their injuries. Suddenly, claimants who under the settlement offer stood to receive an average of nearly $100,000 each got nothing. Several individual Bendectin cases have since been tried. Most claimants have lost. But a handful have convinced their jury that Bendectin was the culprit after all. Indeed, in one case the jury awarded a single victim $20 million in compensatory damages and $75 million in punitive damages, although, because of continuing legal complications, it remains unclear whether any of these winning claimants will ever collect.

This may make for a fascinating story. But if you were interested in compensating children with birth defects, it is hard to imagine that you would set about doing it in this haphazard way. Note, too, as West v. JJP also shows, there is often a long delay between injury and recovery, and the award is normally paid out in a lump sum (a clear advantage to the lawyer), rather than in periodic payments the way that Social Security, workers’ compensation, private disability insurance, and health insurance are paid.

The cases noted above also reveal something of the “justice” of the tort system. People often obtain a far cry less than what an informed and dispassionate third party would think they deserve. What counts is one’s lawyer, whether one digs up the right evidence and secures the right experts, whether the claimant is financially and psychologically able to hold out for a trial rather than settle for a smaller sum to pay bills or relieve anxiety, where the case is litigated, and who the injurer is (especially, how well insured the injurer is). Anyway, only a tiny portion of personal injury cases are tried in court; nearly all are settled by rough and ready rules of thumb in circumstances under which the negotiating talents of the attorney can play an important role.

Juries award punitive damages in a small proportion of cases, perhaps between 1 and 3% (26), and in that sense too West v. JJP is atypical. Moreover, punitive damage awards are often modified by trial judges (as we saw in West), overturned on appeal, or diminished in posttrial settlements. Nonetheless, they are sometimes enormous in amount and are awarded for conduct that many would consider at worst to be somewhat knowing negligence. Although it is easy to appreciate that a riled up jury would want to vent its outrage at a defendant, it is less clear that the fairly wide-open award of punitive damages well serves this purpose.

**Pursuing Alternatives**

Are there sensible alternatives? So far, the American Bar Association and its various study commissions have only endorsed proposals for minor tinkering with the system (27). Yet, bolder reforms are available. One strategy is to focus on certain troubling accidents and tailor no-fault compensation plans to each of them. For example, Virginia has recently eliminated malpractice claims relating to so-called “bad baby” cases and instead has substituted a birth-related neurological injury compensation plan, funded primarily by obstetricians and by hospitals where babies are delivered. If a child suffers severe neurological injuries connected to the birth process, the plan will provide generous compensation without requiring proof of physician negligence—but the child will be deprived of the chance to win the bonanza level of pain and suffering damages that might come with a successful tort suit (28).

The National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act of 1986 is similar (29). Children who suffer substantial adverse consequences of vaccines (the plan is aimed mainly at the side effects of the anti-pertussis vaccine) can obtain generous compensation, including up to $250,000 for pain and suffering, from a federally created fund financed by an excise tax on the vaccines. Although this program allows families to choose a lawsuit rather than accept the compensation offered by the plan, the Act includes obstacles to discourage litigation. It is too soon to appraise how the Virginia plan and the vaccine-damaged children plan will actually function.

We have far more experience with two considerably broader compensation plans—auto no-fault insurance and workers’ compensation. The latter, adopted by all of the states starting in the 1910s, generally substitutes a no-fault and employer-funded compensation scheme for personal injury lawsuits against the employer. In many respects, workers’ compensation has been extremely successful, and its protections could be extended to injuries not related to work and to dependents of workers. Yet its income replacement provisions, especially for the long-term disabled worker, have never been very generous. Nor has the system been able to free itself from the involvement of lawyers, especially in those troublesome permanent partial disability cases, which, despite their small numbers, account
for a considerable portion of the money awarded (30).

The experience with auto no-fault insurance is also a mixed bag (31). First, fewer than half the states have adopted the idea, and second, only two states, Michigan and New York, have both provided substantial no-fault victim benefits and removed the bulk of the claims from the tort system. In those two states more victims get benefits, they are paid promptly, and auto insurance costs are down from what they would otherwise have been. This has occurred because legal fees and pain and suffering damages are eliminated from the smaller injury cases, with a resulting 75% or more reduction in the number of liability claims made.

One tort reform strategy would be to push Michigan and New York style auto no-fault insurance nationally. But this would still leave in the personal injury law system the scientifically more complex and currently most alarming areas of litigation, those concerning product liability, toxic materials, and medical malpractice. Although it is possible to imagine the piecemeal adoption of compensation plans in those areas, perhaps patterned after the vaccine-damaged children's plan, a bolder alternative is represented by the New Zealand solution.

In New Zealand there are no private lawsuits by accident victims (32). Victims claim generous compensation from a national agency for income replacement, medical expenses, rehabilitation costs, and other losses. Seriously injured victims obtain up to NZ$ 27,000 for serious pain and permanent impairment. The scheme is funded by contributions from employers (based loosely on the claims that employees in their industries make on the fund for both work-related and non-work-related accidents), from motorists, and from general taxes. In 1991, New Zealand will implement changes to put those disabled by illness on a par with those disabled by accident, thereby achieving the sort of equity that was envisioned at the outset.

Although we could adopt a similar scheme in the United States, it seems rather a long way off politically, even if it were a good idea. A special committee of the prestigious American Law Institute is now reexamining this entire subject, and an American Assembly (sponsored by Columbia University) devoted to tort reform is to be held in mid-1990. The findings and recommendations of both of these endeavors should be of great interest to the legal and scientific communities.

Adopting Balanced Reforms as the First Step

In the meantime, states might adopt two balanced reforms that would help victims, consumers, and business (33). First, the less serious personal injury cases could be taken out of the tort system, and medical care and wage replacement needs could instead be met through mandatory employee benefits and an improved Medicaid system. Second, the seriously injured cases could remain in the tort system, but with new rules. Successful plaintiffs would have their legal fees paid by defendants, and their own carelessness would not be held against them in determining the amount of their recovery (which is the situation in workers' compensation, for example). On the other hand, they would only be compensated for those economic losses not already covered by health insurance, routine employee benefits, and basic social insurance schemes such as Social Security and workers' compensation. Further, pain and suffering awards would be subject to a ceiling of, say, $150,000.

This two-part reform is not perfect, and it would not keep all scientific disputes out of the courtroom. But it would treat those who now use the tort system in a manner more fitting today's world, a world in which the real choice is which insurers and enterprises are to provide what level of compensation to accident victims of all sorts. Lynette West should be promptly compensated for her economic losses, without needing to prove the cause of her illness or that anyone was at fault. But, when she apparently suffered no permanent harm, having JJP pay her and her lawyer $1.1 million approximately 7 years after the event makes no sense.
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"It may be indistinguishable from a diamond chemically, Harry - but to me, charcoal is charcoal."